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Abstract
This paper derives a lower bound on the average performance of a total-value greedy heuristic for the integer
knapsack problem. This heuristic selects items in order of their maximum possible contribution to the solution value at
each stage. We show that, as for the worst-case bound, the average performance bound for the total-value heuristic
dominates the corresponding bound for the density-ordered greedy heuristic.
Ó 2002 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Given a set of items with corresponding unit
values (i.e., unit proﬁts) and unit weights, and a
knapsack capacity limit, the integer knapsack
problem selects integer units of those items that
maximize the total value and for which the total
weight does not exceed the knapsack capacity
limit. Though simple to state, the integer knapsack problem is NP-hard; with real unit weights
and unit values (as considered in this paper), this
problem is strongly NP-hard. Moreover, the problem is of signiﬁcant economic importance because it often arises as a sub-problem in practice
while solving many large-scale integer program-
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ming problems. Consequently, this problem has
attracted operations researchers and computer
scientists who have extensively studied it and its
variants from both theoretical and computational
viewpoints. Solution procedures proposed for the
problem include exact algorithms (e.g., dynamic
programming, branch-and-bound) and heuristic
procedures. (See, for example, [18,20] for comprehensive treatments of the knapsack problem,
and [1] for an exact algorithm using dynamic
programming for the integer knapsack problem.)
The heuristic procedures for approximately solving the knapsack problem include the intuitively
appealing density ordered heuristic (which picks
the item with the highest unit value to unit weight
ratio at each stage) and the total-value heuristic
(which picks the item that contributes the highest
total value given the remaining knapsack capacity
at each stage). These heuristic procedures are
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particularly relevant for the knapsack problem
with real unit weights and unit values. In this
paper, we analyze and compare the average-case
behavior of these two greedy heuristics for the
integer knapsack problem.
Despite its intricate nature, probabilistic analysis has been used to study the performance of
heuristics for a variety of other problems, including the k-median problem [10], the traveling
salesman problem [5,13], bin packing and its
variants [2,4,6,8,14,21], satisﬁability [11,15], the
quadratic-assignment problem [12], and multiprocessor list scheduling [3]. Although a variety of
approaches can be used (see, e.g., [7]), most researchers assume independent, identically distributed observations from a speciﬁc density function.
The analyses generally involve the calculation of
rather complex conditional probabilities, which
makes it diﬃcult to obtain exact results. Furthermore, changing the assumptions for the problem
data often signiﬁcantly alters the analysis as well as
the results.
The model used to analyse the average performance of heuristics in this paper was introduced in
[15] for the maximum satisﬁability problem, and
further developed in [17] for the minimum satisﬁability problem. The analysis does not require independence or speciﬁc statistical distributions for
the problem data (i.e., the unit weights and unit
values of the available items). To illustrate the
proposed approach, consider using the densityordered greedy heuristic [9] to solve a problem in
which the knapsack has unit capacity and n ¼ 2
items are available. The ﬁrst item has weight 1/2
and value 1/2, and the second item has weight
ð1=2Þ þ e and value ð1=2Þ þ d, where e; d > 0 are
arbitrarily small. Suppose d is randomly generated,
and is arbitrarily smaller than e (or arbitrarily
greater than e) with probability p (or ð1  pÞ).
Then the density of the ﬁrst item equals 1, and the
density of the second item is less than 1 when d < e
and greater than 1 when d > e. Thus, when d < e,
the density-ordered greedy heuristic selects two
units of the ﬁrst item and has solution value equal
to 1. However, if d > e, the density-ordered greedy
heuristic selects one unit of the second item and
has solution value equal to ð1=2Þ þ d. Regardless
of the value of d, the optimal solution consists of
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two units of the ﬁrst item and has objective function value equal to 1. Thus, the performance ratio
for the density-ordered greedy heuristic equals 1
with probability p and is arbitrarily close to 1/2
with probability 1  p. Hence, for this datagenerating mechanism, the expected performance
ratio for the density-ordered greedy heuristic can
be made arbitrarily close to p  1 þ ð1  pÞ ð1=2Þ ¼
ð1 þ pÞ=2, a function that increases linearly from
1/2 (the worst-case performance bound for the
density-ordered heuristic) to 1 as p increases from
0 to 1.
In the above example, the greedy heuristic terminates in one step, and the only possible solutions are the worst-case and the optimal. More
generally, one does not know the mechanism by
which the problem data are generated, the number
of steps before the greedy heuristic terminates, or
the probability with which the greedy heuristic
selects an optimal item at any step. However, for
any data-generating mechanism (and hence for
any set of problem instances), we deﬁne p to be the
minimum probability with which the greedy heuristic selects an optimal item for a knapsack subproblem at any step of the greedy heuristic. We
derive tight lower bounds on the expected performance ratios for the total-value [16] and densityordered [9] greedy heuristics as a function of this
probability value, and show that the lower bound
on the expected performance ratio for the totalvalue greedy heuristic strictly dominates the lower
bound on the expected performance ratio for the
density-ordered greedy heuristic.
Although we leave open the question of theoretically deriving the value of this probability for a
speciﬁc distribution, we demonstrate using illustrative examples that there exist distributions for
which this probability can obtain every possible
value. Consequently, the bounds obtained are
tight in the sense that there exists at least one datagenerating distribution that achieves the bound for
any given value of this probability. We also conduct a computational study to develop empirical
estimates of this probability value.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the notation and formally describe
the density-ordered and total-value greedy heuristics. In Section 3, we derive the lower bound on
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the expected performance ratio for the total-value
greedy heuristic. Section 4 analyzes the expected
performance of the density-ordered greedy heuristic. Section 5 concludes the paper with some
future research directions.

2. Notation and heuristic description
Let 0 < wi 6 1 denote the unit weight and
vi > 0 the unit value of item i, 1 6 i 6 n. Let C
denote the knapsack capacity; without loss of
generality, we assume C ¼ 1. The integer knapsack problem, denoted by P , is to select an integer
number of units of item i for each i, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n,
so that the total value of the selected items is
maximized subject to the knapsack capacity constraint. Let Z denote the optimal solution value of
Problem P .
Procedure GREEDY, described below, is a
common description for both the total-value and
the density-ordered greedy heuristics. Let Cj denote the knapsack capacity available at step j of
the greedy heuristic, where C1 ¼ C. At step j
(Line 6 of Procedure GREEDY), the total-value
greedy heuristic selects as many units as are feasible of an item j that contributes the largest
possible value in the available capacity. The
density-ordered greedy heuristic, on the other
hand, selects at step j as many units as possible of
the densest remaining item. Without loss of generality, by reindexing items if necessary, we assume that nj P 1 units of item j are selected at
step j of the greedy heuristic.
Procedure GREEDY
1.
begin
2.
j :¼ 1; C1 :¼ 1;
3.
while j 6 n and Cj P minj 6 i 6 n wi
4.
do
5.
begin
6.
select item with highest
total value (density); reindex it item j;
C
7.
nj :¼ bwjj c; Cjþ1 :¼ Cj  nj wj ;
8.
j :¼ j þ 1;
9.
end;
10.
end.

We detail below the notation used in the rest of
the paper. Wj ¼ nj wj denotes the capacity occupied
by item j. We note that Wj > Cj =2, otherwise the
greedy heuristic would select at least one more unit
of item j. Vj ¼ nj vj denotes the total value contributed by item j to the greedy solution. The
number of steps in which the greedy heuristic terminates is denoted by q 6 n. Pj denotes the knapsack sub-problem arising at step j of the greedy
heuristic, 1 6 j 6 q. Zj denotes the value of the
optimal solution to Problem Pj (Z1 ¼ Z because
Problem P is identical to Problem P1 ). Also, pj
denotes the probability that the nj units of item j
selected by the greedy heuristic also appear in
some optimal solution to Problem Pj ; we call item j
a greedy-optimal item. We let p ¼ min1 6 j 6 q pj .

3. Total-value greedy heuristic
Let rtv ðsÞ denote the ratio of the total-value
heuristic solution value to the optimal solution
value, given that the ﬁrst s P 0 items selected by
the heuristic are greedy-optimal. Note that
rtv ðqÞ ¼ 1 because there is no feasible item after the
last step of the greedy heuristic. We derive the
worst-case bound for rtv ðsÞ for all s, 0 6 s < q.
Using this bound, we derive a lower bound on
E½rtv , the expected performance ratio for the totalvalue heuristic, as a function of p. We begin by
stating the following theorem, which provides an
upper bound on the optimal solution value in
terms of the heuristic solution value [16].
Theorem 1. If the remaining knapsack capacity at
step j is at most C=k for some integer k, then an
upper bound on thePoptimal solution value to Problem Pj is given by 1
i¼k ð1=hðiÞÞV1 , where hð1Þ ¼ 1,
hðiÞ ¼ ½hði  1Þ½hði  1Þ þ 1 for i P 2 and integer.
A consequence of Theorem 1 is that the worstcase performance
for the total-value greedy
Pratio
1
heuristic is 1= i¼1 1=hðiÞ ¼ 0:5913 . . . Table 1
presents a worst-case example (with C ¼ 1) that
achieves this bound.
Lemmas 2–5 are technical lemmas that are used
to prove Theorem 6. Essentially, the ﬁrst three of
these lemmas develop bounds on the contributed
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Table 1
Problem T ð0Þ: Worst-case example for total-value greedy heuristic
Item number i

Unit weight wi

Unit value vi

1
2
3.
..
n

ð1=2Þ þ e
ð1=3Þ þ e
ð1=7Þ
þe
..
.
ð1=ðhðnÞ þ 1ÞÞ þ e

1
1/2
1=6
..
.
1=hðnÞ

The greedy heuristic solution consists of hðnÞ units of item n.
The optimal solution consists of one unit each of items 1
through n. The function hðiÞ is recursively deﬁned as hð1Þ ¼ 1,
hði þ 1Þ ¼ hðiÞðhðiÞ þ 1Þ.

values of the items chosen at each stage of the
greedy heuristic, and the last one places an upper
bound on the density of a feasible item at any step
of the heuristic. Together, these lemmas allow us
to derive a lower bound on the total-value heuristic solution value.
The following lemma can be easily shown.
Lemma 2. If Wi > 2Ciþ1 , then Vi P 3Viþ1 for any i,
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; q  1.
Lemma 2 says that if the capacity occupied by
the ith greedy item is at least twice the remaining
capacity at the next step, then the contributed
value of the ith greedy item is at least three times
the contributed value of the i þ 1th greedy item.
The following lemma develops a bound on the
contributed value of the greedy-optimal items with
respect to the contributed value of the ﬁrst item
selected by the greedy heuristic that is not in the
optimal solution.

total-value greedy heuristic would otherwise have
selected at least one more unit of item s. Thus,
Ws > Csþ1 P Wsþ1 , which implies that the capacity
available at step s of the total-value greedy heuristic is Cs ¼ Ws þ Csþ1 > 2Csþ1 P 2Wsþ1 . Consequently, at least 2nsþ1 units of item s þ 1 can ﬁt
into the knapsack at step s, contributing a value
no less than 2Vsþ1 to the greedy solution value.
Since the greedy heuristic selects item s at step s,
Vs P 2Vsþ1 .
Induction hypothesis: Assume Vi P 2  3si Vsþ1
for all t, 1 6 t 6 l (i.e., for all s P i P s  l þ 1),
where l < s is integer.
Induction step. To prove that Vi P 2  3si Vsþ1 for
t ¼ l þ 1 (i.e., for i ¼ s  l).
Since Wsl > Cslþ1 , it follows that
Csl ¼ Wsl þ Cslþ1 > 2Cslþ1
¼ 2Wslþ1 þ 2Cslþ2 :
If 2Cslþ2 P Wslþ1 , then Csl > 3Wslþ1 . Thus,
Vsl P 3Vslþ1 and the inductive step follows from
the inductive hypothesis. Else, Wslþ1 > 2Cslþ2 ,
which implies
Csl > 6Cslþ2 ¼ 2  3Wslþ2 þ 2  3Cslþ3 :
If 2Cslþ3 P Wslþ2 , then Csl > 32 Wslþ2 . Thus,
Vsl P 32 Vslþ2 and the inductive step follows. Else,
Wslþ2 > 2Cslþ3 , which implies
Csl > 2  32 Wslþ3 þ 2  32 Cslþ4 :
Proceeding in a similar fashion it can be shown
that either the inductive step follows at an intermediate stage, or

Lemma 3. Suppose the first s P 1 items selected by
the total-value heuristic are greedy-optimal. Then,
Vi P 2  3si Vsþ1 for all i, 1 6 i 6 s < n.

Csl > 2  3l1 Ws þ 2  3l1 Csþ1 :

Proof. The lemma is proved by induction on the
integer t ¼ s  i þ 1 for 1 6 i 6 s.

Csl > 2  3l Csþ1 P 2  3l Wsþ1

Base case: To show that Vi P 2  3si Vsþ1 if t ¼
s  i þ 1 ¼ 1 (i.e., if i ¼ s), or equivalently, Vs P
2Vsþ1 .
As item s þ 1 occupies no more than the available capacity at step s þ 1 of the total-value greedy
heuristic, Csþ1 P Wsþ1 . Also, Ws > Csþ1 since the
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Consequently, if 2Csþ1 P Ws , then the inductive
step follows. Alternatively,

and again, the inductive step follows since at least
2  3l nsþ1 units of item s þ 1 can ﬁt into Csl , the
available capacity when t ¼ l þ 1. 
Lemma 3 developed a bound on the contributed
value of the greedy-optimal items with respect to
the contributed value of the ﬁrst non-optimal item
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chosen by the total-value heuristic. In contrast, the
following lemma develops a bound on the contributed value of the greedy-optimal items with
respect to the contributed value of any feasible
item at step l of the heuristic.
Lemma 4. Let t denote a feasible item at step l of
the greedy heuristic, 1 6 l 6 q. Let Wl;t ¼ bCl =wt cwt
and Vl;t ¼ bCl =wt cvt respectively denote the occupied
weight and contributed value of item t at step l. If
3Wl;t 6 2Cl , then item i selected by the greedy heuristic at step i; 1 6 i 6 l, contributes a value Vi P
3li Vl;t to the greedy solution value.
Proof. As Wl1 > Cl and Cl1 ¼ Wl1 þ Cl ; Cl1 >
2Cl P 3Wl;t . Thus, Vl1 P 3Vl;t . As in the proof of
Lemma 3, an inductive argument can be used to
complete the proof. 
The following lemma imposes an upper bound
on the density of an item given the remaining capacity at any stage of the algorithm.
Lemma 5. Let t denote a feasible item at step i of
the greedy heuristic, and let item i be chosen by the
heuristic at step i; 1 6 i 6 n. If item t is such that at
least k units of the item fit in capacity Ci (i.e.,
bCi =wt c P k), then the maximum density of item t is
ððk þ 1Þ=kÞðVi =Ci Þ.
Proof. Let bCi =wt c ¼ k þ j, where j P 0 is an integer. Then ðCi =ðk þ jÞÞ P wt > ðCi =ðk þ j þ 1ÞÞ. As
no item at step i has total value greater than Vi ,
 
Ci
¼ vt ðk þ jÞ 6 Vi :
vt
wt
Thus, vt 6 ðVi =k þ jÞ and the density of item t is
given by
Vi

vt
k þ j þ 1 Vi
k þ 1 Vi
kþj
< Ci ¼
6
:
k þ j Ci
k Ci
wt kþjþ1



Theorem 6 uses the bounds derived in Lemmas
2–5 to derive a lower bound on rtv ðsÞ for s 6 n  2
and q P s þ 1. It can be veriﬁed that rtv ðsÞ ¼ 1 if
s ¼ n  1 or s ¼ n, or if the heuristic terminates in
q ¼ s steps.

Theorem 6

Ps

siþ1
þ1
i¼1 3
P1 1
siþ1 þ
3
i¼1
j¼1 hðjÞ

rtv ðsÞ > Ps

for s 6 n  2 and q P s þ 1;
where hð1Þ ¼ 1; hðiÞ ¼ ½hði  1Þ  ½hði  1Þ þ 1 for
i P 2 and integer.
Proof
Case 1: Wi > 2Ciþ1 for all i, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s.
As Wi > 2Ciþ1 , Vi P 3Viþ1 by Lemma 2 for all
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s. Thus, Vi P 3siþ1 Vsþ1 for all i, i ¼
1; 2; . . . ; s. It follows that
Zt ðsÞ ¼

q
X

Vi P

i¼1

sþ1
X
i¼1

Vi ¼

s
X

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vsþ1 ;

i¼1

where mi P 1 is a multiplier such that Vi ¼
3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 , and mi P miþ1 because Vi P 3Viþ1 , 1 6
i 6 s.
Consider Problem Psþ1 deﬁned over capacity
Csþ1 . Since item s þ 1 selected by the greedy heuto Zsþ1 ,
ristic contributes a total value of Vsþ1 P
it follows from Theorem 1 that Zsþ1 6 1
j¼1 ð1=
hðjÞÞVsþ1 . Thus, the optimal solution to Problem P
is bounded by
!
s
1
X
X
1
siþ1
Z6
Vsþ1 :
3
mi Vsþ1 þ
hðjÞ
i¼1
j¼1
It follows that
rtv ðsÞ ¼

Zt ðsÞ
Z

Ps

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vsþ1
P

1
1
siþ1 m V
3
þ
i
sþ1
i¼1
j¼1 hðjÞ Vsþ1
Ps siþ1
i¼1 3  þ 1
PP
P1 1  ;
s
siþ1 þ
i¼1 3
j¼1 hðjÞ

PP
s

i¼1

where the second inequality follows since mi P 1,
for 1 6 i 6 s.
Case 2: Wi 6 2Ciþ1 for some i, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; s.
Consider the largest index l for which (i)
Wl 6 2Clþ1 and (ii) Wi > 2Ciþ1 if l þ 1 6 i 6 s.
(If Ws 6 2Csþ1 , we set l ¼ s.) Lemma 2 implies
Vi ¼ 3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 for all l þ 1 6 i 6 s, where
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mi P miþ1 P 1. Similarly, Lemma 4 implies Vi P
3li Vl for 1 6 i 6 l  1 and Lemma 3 implies Vl P
2  3sl Vsþ1 . Thus, Vi ¼ 2  3si mi Vsþ1 for 1 6 i 6 l 
1, where mi P ml P 1 for 1 6 i 6 l  1. It follows
that
Zt ðsÞ ¼

q
X

Vi P

i¼1

¼

l
X

sþ1
X

Vi

i¼1

2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼1

s
X

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vsþ1 :

i¼lþ1



Let i denote the largest item in the optimal
solution for Problem Psþ1 . Note that Vi , the total
value of item i in capacity Csþ1 , equals
bCsþ1 =wi cvi . To bound the value of the optimal
solution, and hence obtain the lower bound of
rtv ðsÞ, we consider the following sub-cases.
Case 2ðaÞ: wi > ð2=3ÞCsþ1 .
As the weight of item i exceeds 2/3 of Csþ1 , it
follows from Lemma 5 that no other optimal item
for Problem Psþ1 can have density exceeding 4Vsþ1 =
ð3Csþ1 Þ. Thus, the optimal solution value for Problem Psþ1 is no greater than Vi þ ð1=3Þð4Vsþ1 =3Þ. It
follows that
Z6

l
X

2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼1

s
X

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vi

i¼lþ1

4
þ Vsþ1 :
9
As Vi 6 Vsþ1 ,
Z6

l
X

2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼1

s
X

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼lþ1

13
Vsþ1 :
9

Thus,
Pl

rtv ðsÞ P

si
mi
i¼1 2  3
Pl
si
mi
i¼1 2  3

þ
þ

Ps
i¼lþ1

3siþ1 mi þ 1

i¼lþ1

3siþ1 mi þ 139

Ps

:

Multiplying the numerator and denominator
by
Ps
3=2 and subtracting ð1=2Þ þ ð1=2Þ i¼lþ1 3siþ1
from the numerator and denominator gives
Ps siþ1
3
þ1
rtv ðsÞ > Pi¼1
:
s
siþ1
þ 53
i¼1 3
P1
As j¼1 1=hðjÞ > 1 þ ð1=2Þ þ ð1=6Þ ¼ 5=3,

41

Ps

rtv ðsÞ > P

3siþ1 þ 1
P
s
1
siþ1 þ
3
i¼1
j¼1
i¼1

1
hðjÞ

:

Thus, we obtain the desired result.
Case 2ðbÞ: ð1=2ÞCsþ1 < wi 6 ð2=3ÞCsþ1 .
Since wi 6 ð2=3ÞCsþ1 , we use Lemma 4 and
obtain Vi ¼ 3siþ1 mi Vi for all i, 1 6 i 6 s, where
mi P miþ1 P 1 are suitable multipliers. Thus, the
heuristic solution has value
s
X
Zt ðsÞ P
3siþ1 mi Vi þ Vsþ1 :
i¼1

As wi >P
ð1=2ÞCsþ1 , Theorem 1 implies that
1
Zsþ1 6 Vi þ j¼2 ð1=hðjÞÞVsþ1 . Thus,
Ps siþ1
3
mi Vi þ Vsþ1
P1 1
rtv ðsÞ P Ps siþ1i¼1
mi Vi þ Vi þ j¼2 hðjÞ
Vsþ1
i¼1 3
Ps siþ1
3
mi Vi þ Vi
P
P Ps siþ1i¼1
1

3
m
V
þ
Vi þ 1
i i
i¼1
j¼2 hðjÞ Vi
Ps siþ1
3
þ1
P1 1 :
P Ps i¼1
siþ1
þ j¼1 hðjÞ
i¼1 3
Case 2ðcÞ: ð1=3ÞCsþ1 < wi 6 ð1=2ÞCsþ1 .
If the optimal solution takes two units of item
i , the remaining capacity is less than Csþ1 =3 and
arguments similar to those used in Case 2(a) may
be used to show that
l
s
X
X
13
Z6
2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ
3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vsþ1 :
9
i¼1
i¼lþ1
If the optimal takes one unit of item i , then
vi 6 Vsþ1 =2. Let j be the next largest item in the
optimal solution to Problem Psþ1 . Then wj 6 wi 6
ð1=2ÞCsþ1 and vj 6 Vsþ1 =2. If wj > ð1=3ÞCsþ1 the
capacity remaining after items i and j are included is less than ð1=3ÞCsþ1 , and Lemma 5 implies
that the densest item that can be ﬁtted in this capacity can contribute no more than ð4=9ÞVsþ1 to
the optimal solution. Thus,
Z6

l
X
i¼1

2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ

s
X

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ vi þ vj

i¼lþ1

4
þ Vsþ1
9
l
s
X
X
13
6
2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ
3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vsþ1 :
9
i¼1
i¼lþ1
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If wj 6 ð1=3ÞCsþ1 , then by Lemma 5 the maximum
density among the optimal items (not including
item i ) is given by ð4=3ÞðVsþ1 =Csþ1 Þ. Since the remaining capacity after including item i is at most
ð2=3ÞCsþ1 , an upper bound on the optimal solution
value is
Z6

l
X

2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼1

s
X

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ vi

i¼lþ1

2 4
þ  Vsþ1
3 3
l
s
X
X
13
<
2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ
3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vsþ1 :
9
i¼1
i¼lþ1
Using this bound on Z, the desired lower bound on
rtv ðsÞ follows using the steps in Case 2(a).
Case 2ðdÞ: wi < ð1=3ÞCsþ1 .
From Lemma 5, the maximum density of any
item in the optimal is at most ð4=3ÞðVsþ1 =Csþ1 Þ.
Thus, an upper bound on the optimal solution
value is
Z6

l
X

2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼1

<

l
X

2  3si mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼1

s
X

4
3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ Vsþ1
3
i¼lþ1
s
X

3siþ1 mi Vsþ1 þ

i¼lþ1

13
Vsþ1 :
9

Once again, the desired lower bound on rtv ðsÞ
follows using the steps in Case 2(a). 
Problem T ðsÞ in Table 2 shows that the bound
obtained in Theorem 6 is tight if q ¼ s þ 1 and
n ! 1. The total-value heuristic selects one unit
each of items 1; 2; . . . ; s and hðn  sÞ units of item
n. The optimal solution consists of 1 unit each of
items 1 through n.
Theorem 7 uses the above bound on rtv ðsÞ to
obtain a lower bound on E½rtv .
Theorem 7
8
¼1
>
>
>
>
< if n ¼ 1;

Ps siþ1
Pn2
3
þ1
E½rt 
s
i¼1
P
P
>
P
ð1

pÞ

p
þ pn1
s
1
1
>
s¼0
3siþ1 þ
>
>
i¼1
j¼1 hðjÞ
:
if n P 2:
Proof. If n ¼ 1, both the greedy and optimal solutions comprise as many units as possible of
the available item and E½rtv  ¼ 1. Consider n P 2.
If s ¼ 0, the total-value greedy heuristic obtains
at least its worst-case performance ratio of rtv ð0Þ
with probability 1  p1 . If q > s P 1, the totalvalue greedy heuristic obtains at least its worstcase performance ratio of rtv ðsÞ with probability

Table 2
Problem T ðsÞ: Worst-case example when total-value greedy heuristic selects s greedy-optimal items
Item
number i

Unit weight wi

Unit value vi

Total value at
step 1
vi bC1 =wi c

Available
capacity Ci

Contribution to
greedy solution
vi bCi =wi c

Type of item

1
2
..
.
s1
s
sþ1

2s1 ð1 þ eÞ
2. s2 ð1 þ eÞ
..
2ð1 þ eÞ
1þe
ð1=2Þ þ e

3s
s1
..3
.
32
3
1

3s
3. s1 ð22  1Þ
..
32 ð2s1  1Þ
3ð2s1 Þ
2sþ1  1

2s ð1 þ eÞ  e
2. s1 ð1 þ eÞ  e
..
22 ð1 þ eÞ  e
2ð1 þ eÞ  e
Not applicable

3s
3. s1
..
32
3
Not applicable

sþ2

ð1=3Þ þ e

1/2

2sþ1  1a

Not applicable

Not applicable

..
.
n1

..
.
1=ðhðn  s  1Þ þ 1Þ þ e

..
.
1=hðn  s  1Þ

..
.
2sþ1  1a

..
.
Not applicable

..
.
Not applicable

n

1=ðhðn  sÞ þ 1Þ þ e

1=hðn  sÞ

2sþ1  1a

Not applicable

1

Greedy-optimal
Greedy-optimal
Greedy-optimal
Greedy-optimal
Greedy-optimal
Optimal but not
chosen by greedy
Optimal but not
chosen
by greedy
..
.
Optimal but not
chosen by greedy
Greedy but not
optimal

The greedy heuristic solution consists of one unit each of items 1 through s and hðn  sÞ units of item n. The optimal solution consists
of one unit each of items 1 through n.
a
Upper bound.
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p1 p2    ps ð1  psþ1 Þ. If s ¼ q, none of the remaining n  q items are feasible at step q þ 1, and
hence rtv ðqÞ ¼ 1 with probability p1 p2 . . . pq . Thus,
a lower bound on the expected performance ratio
of the total-value greedy heuristic is
q1
X

ðp0 p1    ps ð1  psþ1 Þrtv ðsÞÞ þ p0 p1    pq  1;

s¼0

where p0 ¼ 1. In this expression, the term corresponding to s ¼ q  1 and the last term can be
written as
p1 p2    pq1 ð1  pq Þrtv ðq  1Þ þ p1 p2    pq  1

¼ p1 p2    pq1 ð1  pq Þrtv ðq  1Þ þ pq  1
P p1 p2    pq1 ½ð1  pÞrtv ðq  1Þ þ p  1;
where the inequality follows since rtv ðq  1Þ 6 1
and p 6 pq . By a similar reasoning, the conditions
rtv ði  1Þ < rtv ðiÞ and p 6 pi , 1 6 i 6 q  1, can be
shown to imply
E½rtv  P

q1
X

ðps ð1  pÞrtv ðsÞÞ þ pq  1:

s¼0

The above expression is non-increasing in q. As
q 6 n and rtv ðsÞ ¼ 1 if s ¼ n  1 or n (i.e., the totalvalue greedy heuristic ﬁnds the optimal solution if
s ¼ n  1 or s ¼ n), the above expression is minimized if q ¼ n  1. Thus,
n2
X
ðps rtv ðsÞÞ þ pn1  1:
E½rtv  P ð1  pÞ
s¼0

Substituting the lower bound for the value of rtv ðsÞ
from Theorem 6 yields the desired result. 
The bound on the average performance of the
total-value greedy heuristic cannot be written as a
closed form expression for large n. However, the
bound on E½rtv ðnÞ achieves a lower asymptote as n
tends to inﬁnity, and the value of E½rtv ðnÞ increases
from the worst-case bound (>0.5913) to 1 as p
increases from 0 to 1.
To show that the bound derived in Theorem 7
is tight, consider the following example. Problem
T ðsÞ is generated with probability ps ð1  pÞ, 0 6
s 6 n  1, where T ðsÞ is shown in Table 2. At each
step, the probability of the greedy heuristic selecting a greedy-optimal item is p. If a non-optimal
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item is selected by the greedy heuristic at step
s þ 1, it terminates at step q ¼ s þ 1, achieving the
worst-case performance ratio given that it selects s
greedy-optimal items. For n items, the value of q
is permitted to range from 1 to n  1, the greedy
heuristic obtaining the optimal solution if q ¼
n  1 or n. The expected performance ratio for
the data-generating mechanism in this example
achieves the lower bound described in Theorem 7.

4. Density-ordered greedy heuristic
We now analyse the average case performance
of the density-ordered greedy heuristic. Recollect
that at any step j, the density-ordered greedy
heuristic selects as many units as are feasible of an
item denoted by j. Let rd ðsÞ denote the performance ratio of the density-ordered greedy heuristic
given that it selects greedy-optimal items at each of
its ﬁrst s P 0 steps. We begin by stating the worstcase bound for rd ðsÞ, the performance ratio for the
greedy heuristic if it selects greedy-optimal items at
each of its ﬁrst s steps. The proof for Lemma 8 is
straightforward and is based on the observation
that at each stage, the heuristic uses the densest
feasible item to ﬁll up at least half the remaining knapsack capacity. As before, rd ðsÞ ¼ 1 if s P
n  1 or if s ¼ q.
Lemma 8. rd ðsÞ P 1  ð1=2sþ1 Þ if s 6 n  2 and
q P s þ 1.
Theorem 9 characterizes the lower bound on the
expected performance ratio E½rd  for the densityordered greedy heuristic (as for the total-value
greedy heurisitic, p denotes the minimum probability with which the heuristic selects a greedyoptimal item at any step).
Theorem 9
8
¼1
>
>
>
>
< if n ¼ 1;
 n1

E½rd 
1ðp=2Þn1
1p
>
P
ð1

pÞ

þ pn1
>
1p
2p
>
>
:
if n P 2:
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Proof. Using arguments similar to those used in
Theorem 7, we can show that

n2  
X
1
E½rd  P ð1  pÞ
ps 1  sþ1
þ pn1 :
2
s¼0
Simplifying the right hand side of this expression, we obtain
!
n1
1  pn1 1  ðp=2Þ
E½rd  P ð1  pÞ

þ pn1 ;
1p
2p
which is the desired result.



To show that the bound derived in Theorem 9 is
tight, consider the following example. Problem
DðsÞ is generated with probability ps ð1  pÞ;
0 6 s 6 n  1, where DðsÞ is shown in Table 3. At
each step, the probability of the greedy heuristic
selecting a greedy-optimal item is p. The expected
performance ratio for this data-generating mechanism can be veriﬁed to be the lower bound on
E½rd  described in Theorem 9. For large n, this
bound asymptotically approaches the limit
(
1  pn1
lim E½rd  P lim ð1  pÞ
n!1
n!1
1p
)
!
n1
1  ðp=2Þ
1
n1
:

¼
þp
2p
2p
As p increases from 0 to 1, the lower bound on the
expected value of the performance ratio increases
from the worst case bound of 1/2 to 1. Note that
the above data-generating mechanism can be parameterized with any value of p, for each value of
which the above bound is strictly obtained.

How do the total-value and the density heuristics compare? Unlike the density-ordered greedy
heuristic, the bound on the average performance
of the total-value greedy heuristic cannot be written as a closed form expression for large n. For any
value of n, however, the bound on the expected
performance ratio is larger for the total-value
greedy heuristic than for the density-ordered
greedy heuristic. Thus, the total-value greedy
heuristic dominates the density-ordered greedy
heuristic with regard to both the worst-case performance, and the average-case performance for
the same value of p.

5. Conclusion
This research identiﬁes several open questions.
First, it would be useful to derive the value of p for
diﬀerent data generating distributions. While we
do not do so theoretically, we have conducted a
computational investigation to estimate p. To do
so, we generate six of the seven classes of knapsack
problems described in [19]. (Because it generates
equal densities for all items, we do not test the
class of subset sum instances.) We use a data range
value of 10,000 (the range over which the unit
value and weight of an item vary), and generate
100 problem instances in each class. To estimate a
lower bound on p for the total-value (density)
heuristic, we record the proportion of problem
instances for which the optimal solution and the
total-value (density) heuristic solution match exactly. (We obtain the optimal solution using dynamic programming.) This analysis results in an

Table 3
Problem DðsÞ: Worst-case example when density-ordered greedy heuristic selects s greedy-optimal items
Item number i

Unit weight wi

Unit value vi

1
2.
..
s
s. þ 1
..
n

ð1=2Þ þ e
ð1=4Þ
þe
..
.
ð1=2sþ1 Þ þ P
e
ð1=2Þ
1  si¼1 wi þ se
..
.
P
1  si¼1 wi

ð1=2Þ þ e
ð1=4Þ
þe
..
.
ð1=2sþ1 Þ þ P
e
ð1=2Þ
1  si¼1 wi þ se
..
.
P
1  si¼1 wi

The greedy heuristic solution consists of one unit each of items 1 through s þ 1. The optimal solution consists of one unit each of items
1 through s and item n.
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estimated mean for the value of p to be 0.79 for the
total-value heuristic and 0.76 for the density heuristic.
Second, the preceding bounds are valid regardless of the sizes of the available items. The
worst-case bound for the density-ordered greedy
heuristic improves to k=ðk þ 1Þ if at least k ¼
maxi ki units of each item i can ﬁt into the knapsack. Similarly, for the total-value greedy
P1heuristic,
the worst-case bound improves to 1= i¼1 1=hðiÞ,
where hðiÞ is an integer value given by the recursion hð1Þ ¼ 1, hð2Þ ¼ k þ 1, hðiÞ ¼ ½hði  1Þ
½hði  1Þ þ 1 for i P 3 (see [16] for details). Using
these bounds, it may be useful to examine the
bounds on the expected performance ratio for
both greedy heuristics as a function of k.
Finally, it may also be useful to examine the
average performance of the better of the solutions
obtained by running the density-ordered and totalvalue greedy heuristics for every problem instance.
The joint worst-case bound for the two heuristics
is 2/3 [16], which is larger than the worst-case
bound for either heuristic alone. It is possible that
the average performance of the joint heuristic also
dominates the independent average performances
of the two greedy heuristics.
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